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ABSTRACT: In an introductory note to the Book of Lamentations in his 1935 
Handausgabe of the Septuagint, Alfred Rahlfs explains that, in his judgement, 
the names of the letters of the Hebrew alphabet, present in the major 
manuscipts of the Greek, do not derive from the hands of the book’s translator, 
but were added secondarily by an individual who, though aware of the 
alphabetic structure of the first four chapters in the Hebrew, was unfamiliar 
with the textual details of the Hebrew text. Ziegler in his critical edition of 
1957 both concurred with Rahlfs’ conclusion and excluded the alphabetic 
markers from his apparatus criticus. This paper explores the basis and 
adequacy of Rahlfs’ argument and conclusion. 
 
 
 The Hebrew book of Lamentations is composed of five poems, 
corresponding to the five chapter divisions in modern translations and editions. 
The first four poems are acrostic compositions, which employ the Hebrew 
alphabet as organizing principle. The fifth poem, though not acrostic, is 
nonetheless alphabetic to the extent that it comprises twenty-two lines, a 
number equal, therefore, to that of the letters in the Hebrew alphabet. 
 The first four poems, then, are full-fledged alphabetic acrostics, that is to 
say, each strophe commences successively with the appropriate letter of the 
Hebrew alphabet. In passing, a few points of variation may be noted. Poems 1, 
2 and 4 are identical in that only the first line of each strophe begins with the 
appropriate letter, while the remaining line(s) do not necessarily. (Poems 1 and 
2 have three-line strophes; Poem 4 two-line strophes.) 
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 The central poem, Poem 3, is unique in having each line of each three-line 
strophe begin with the same letter of the alphabet. Thus it has three )-lines, 
three b-lines, etc. Within the Hebrew Bible this feature of repetition is 
elsewhere attested only in Ps 119 (118), with its eight-line strophes, each line 
of which is identically marked. We will have occasion to return to this Psalm 
later. 
 A more important characteristic of the poems in Lamentation, for our 
purposes, is that while Poem 1 has the conventional order of letters in the 
Hebrew alphabet, Poems 2, 3 and 4 exhibit the arrangement of p-( rather than 
the normal (-p. This unconventional order is elsewhere attested only in Ps 
9+10, though its alphabetic acrostic is defective and hence not fully reliable.1 
 The aim of this paper is to determine what happened to the acrostic feature 
of Lam 1-4 in Greek translation, i.e. in the so-called Septuagint version. 
 By way of background, it may be useful to recall that in Hebrew biblical 
manuscripts the alphabetic units or strophes of Lam 1-4 are regularly 
demarcated by extra spacing, as is the case, for example, in the Leningrad B 
manuscript which serves as the basis for, inter alia, Biblia Hebraica 
Stuttgartensia. Interestingly, no extra spacing was introduced in Lam 5, the 
only non-acrostic composition in the group. Indeed C.D. Ginsburg mentions 
the extra spacing between alphabetic units as a standard feature of Hebrew 
biblical codices.2 Elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible extra spacing to highlight the 
alphabetic units was only used in the case of Ps 119.3 As commentators have 
noted,4 the extra spacing in Lam 1-4 visibly calls attention to the acrostic 
feature and apparently underscores the importance attached to it. 
 In similar manner, special attention was drawn to the acrostic structure in 
Syriac tradition. The majority of manuscripts of the Peshitta (ranging from vi 
AD), according to Albrektson,5 includes the letters of the alphabet as discrete 
labels, most often within the text proper, sometimes in the margin and 
occasionally in both locations; and this is so in spite of the fact 

                                                             
1 For the same order in some ancient (circa 800 BC) abecedaries cf. J. Naveh in IEJ 28 (1978) 
pp. 31-35. 
2 lntroduction to the Massoretico-Critical Edition of the Hebrew Bible. (1897). New York 
(Ktav reprint with prolegomenon by H. M. Orlinsky), 1966 p. 20. 
3 Such is also the case in the famous Aleppo codex, (which however lacks Lamentations) and 
Leningrad B. Modem editions of the Hebrew Bible further tend to supply the letters of the 
alphabet in the right-hand margin for all biblical acrostics (Ps 9-10, 25, 34, 37, 111, 112, 119, 
145, Prov 31:1031, Nah 1:2-8) with the exception of Lam 1-4. Peter Flint has kindly supplied 
me with the data from Qumran. Interestingly, for the Psalter the only unambiguous evidence 
comes in Psalm 119: 4QPsg and 1 lQPsa separate the alphabetic strophes by means of a blank 
line, and 4QPsh apparently uses a paragraph marker for the same purpose. According to Mr. 
Flint, for Lamentations the Qumran mss furnish either contrary evidence (4QLama, 5QLama, 
5QLamb) or no evidence (3QLam, 4QapLama).  
4 E.g. Norman K. Gottwald Studies in the Book of Lamentations. London, 1954 p. 25.  
5 Bertil Albrektson Studies in the Text and Theology of the Book of Lamentations, With a 
Critical edition of the Peshitta Text Lund, 1963 p. 38. 
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that the Peshitta translation has usually been able to reproduce the alphabetic 
feature of the Hebrew. 
 When we turn to the other ancient translation directly made from the 
Hebrew, namely, Jerome’s Vulgate, we find again that the acrostic structure of 
Lam 1-4 was deemed important enough to have been reflected in the Latin 
text, even though the names of the Hebrew letters, which Jerome inserted at the 
head of each strophe, could scarcely have been intelligible to the average Latin 
reader. Indeed in Lam 3 it is noteworthy that Jerome added the appropriate 
letter not simply at the outset of every strophe (as happens in Greek 
manuscripts) but at the head of every line of every 3-line strophe, in order to 
show that all lines in the hebraica veritas begin with the same letter.6 
 There can, therefore, be no doubt that the acrostic structure of Lam 1-4 
received special attention in Hebrew manuscript tradition, in the Peshitta and 
in the Vulgate. As a result, the obvious question that demands to be asked is: 
What happened in Greek tradition? Part of the answer is, of course, patently 
obvious. Since the majority of textual witnesses to Lam 1-4 has the Hebrew 
alphabetic strophes labeled with the names of the Hebrew letters (in Greek 
script), it is clear that the acrostic structure was at some point copied from the 
Hebrew text into the Greek. What remains to be established, however, is 
whether these discrete markers are original to the Greek text or secondary. Did 
the ancient Greek translator, like Jerome and seemingly like the Peshitta 
translator, place them in his text in order to transmit in some manner the 
acrostic structure of the Hebrew, or were they inserted at a later stage by a 
well-meaning scribe who had a little Hebrew under his belt? 
 Alfred Rahlfs in his edition of 1935 (Handausgabe)7 decided our question 
in favour of the latter scenario. That is to say, for him the letters of the Hebrew 
alphabet in Lam 1-4 are to be regarded as secondary intrusions into the Greek 
text. To explain and justify his conclusion, Rahlfs (rightly) felt obligated to 
append an explanatory note to his edition. Thus he wrote: 
 

BSA singulis uersibus capitum primi alterius quarti, ternis uersibus 
capitis tertii nomina literarum hebraicarum, a quibus initium faciunt, 
anteponentes (cf. Ps. 118) non solum in c. 1 literarum ordinem 

                                                             
6 1n the Gallican Psalter (based on Origen’s fifth column) only Ps 118(119) features alphabetic 
markers, though but once per strophe rather than for each line, as is true for this Psalm in the 
Iuxta Hebraeos. 
7 SEPTUAGINTA 2 vols. Stuttgart. 
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uulgarem tenente[s], sed etiam in c. 2, 3, 4 literam p ante ( 
transponentibus ordinem uulgarem sequuntur, quam ob rem litera fh 
ubique sequitur literam ain, unde effici potest haec nomina non ab 
ipso translatore addita esse, sed a docto quodam posteriore, qui sciebat 
quidem haec capita ad alphabetum hebraicum disposita esse et nouerat 
huius alphabeti literas, sed textum hebraicum non callebat. (vol. 2 p. 
756) 
 
Mss BSA, at every verse in chapters 1, 2 and 4 but at every third verse 
in chapter 3, prepose the names of the letters of the Hebrew alphabet, 
with which the verses begin. They preserve, however, the normal order 
of letters not only in chapter 1, but also in chapters 2, 3, 4, where the 
Hebrew places p before (. As a result, the letter fh in all four chapters 
is made to follow ain. From this we may conclude that the Hebrew 
names were added to the text not by the translator himself but by some 
later educated individual, who was indeed aware that these chapters 
were alphabetic in the Hebrew and knew the letters of the Hebrew 
alphabet, but who was unfamiliar with the Hebrew text. 

 
Rahlfs’ point is, therefore, that in the Greek text the pe and ain labels have 
been attached to the wrong verses in chapters 2, 3 and 4; hence all labels must 
be secondary. 
 Since Rahlfs judged the alphabetic markers to be secondary, it was of 
course to be expected that he omit them from his lemma text; he went, 
however, a step farther by also excluding them from his apparatus criticus, a 
decision rather difficult to understand, in view of the fact that the apparatus is 
meant to function as the repository for all secondary materials. 
 Ziegler in his edition of 19578 expressed agreement with the conclusion 
Rahlfs had reached (p. 133), and likewise followed him in banning the items in 
question from his apparatus criticus, a decision even more difficult to 
understand than in Rahlfs’ case, since Ziegler’s was intended as a fully critical 
edition. He does, however, supply a list of the Hebrew names, including 
variations in spelling, in his Einleitung (pp. 134-37). 
 We now turn to Rahlfs’ argument, which created the current status of the 
alphabetic labels. His decision in favour of the secondary status of the 
alphabetic markers in Greek Lamentations is rather difficult to follow. Of 
course, one may grant Rahlfs that the ain-pe labels of the Greek corresponding 
to the pe-ain strophes of the Hebrew, in poems 2-4, betray  

                                                             
8 SEPTUAGINTA VETUS TESTAMENTUM GRAECUM XV. IEREMIAS BARUCH 
THRENI EPISTULA IEREMIAE. Göttingen. 
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lack of familiarity with the Hebrew text. But is it not equally true that, when 
Hebrew alphabetic labels have been correctly placed in the Greek, the opposite 
must be concluded, namely, familiarity with the Hebrew text? That is to say, 
unless the learned scribe in question knew his Hebrew text, how would he 
know where to place his letters in the Greek? It seems that Rahlfs wanted to 
have his cake and eat it too! 
 Furthermore, the argument on the alphabetic markers put forward by 
Rahlfs, and supported by Ziegler, apart from its lack of the logical adequacy 
we have just noted, creates a number of serious textual problems, not least 
among which is the problem of supporting evidence. When we delineate which 
textual witnesses lack the acrostic markers, we become at once aware that 
virtually all manuscript families, including all our most ancient witnesses, 
testify to their presence. For the sake of convenience, we cite the evidence for 
their absence9: 
 
1:1 L / -36 48 311 763-130txt 88 420-631txt Arab  
1:2 L / -36 48 311 88 420-631txt Arab  
1:3 L / -36 48 311 88 420-63ltxt Arab  
1:4 L / -36 48 311-Tht 56788 420-631txt Arab  
1:5 L / -36 48 311  407 567 88txt 420-544-631txt Arab  
1:6 L / -36 48 311-Tht 567 88 420-631txt Arab  
1:7 L / -36 48 311 88 147-420-631txt Arab  
1:8 L / -36 48 311 88 147-420-631txt Arab  
1:9 L / -36 48 311 88 147-420-631txt Arab Bo  
1:10 L / -36 48 311 88 147-420-631txt Arab  
1:11 L / -36 48 311-Tht 88 147 420-631txt Arab  
1:12 L / -36 48 311-Tht 567 88 147-420-631txt Arab  
1:13 L / -36 48 311 88 147-420-631txt Arab  
1:14 L / -36 48 311-Tht 88 46-147-420-631txt Arab  
1:15 L / -36 48 311-Tht 88 147-420-631txt Arab  
1:16 L / -36 48 311 46-147-420 Arab Ambr  
1:17 L / -36 48 311 88 147-420-631txt Arab  
1: 18 L / -36 48 88 147-420-631txt Arab 

                                                             
9 1 am most grateful to Udo Quast of the Septuaginta Unternehmen for having provided me 
with the relevant information from the collation book for Lamentations, without which it 
would have been very difficult if not impossible to have written the present paper. 
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1:19 L / -36 48 311 49 88 147-420-631txt Arab  
1:2 L / -36 48 311 88 147 420-631txt  Arab  
1:21 L / -36 48 311 567 88 147-420-631txt Arab  
1:22 L / -36 48 311-130*-Tht 88 147-420-631txt Arab Arm 
 
2:1 L / -36 48 311 88 46-147-420-631 Arab  
2:2 L / -36 48 311-Tht 239-410 88 46-147-420-631 770 Arab BasN Eus  
2:3 L / -36 48 311 449-Tht 88 46-147-420-631 Arab  
2:4 L / --36 48 96 311 449-Tht 88 46-147-420-631 Arab  
2:5 L / -36 48 311 449-Tht 88 46-147-420-631 Arab  
2:6 L / -36 48 311 449c-Tht 88 46-147-420-631 Arab  
2:7 L / -36 48 311 449 88 46-147-420-631 Arab  
2:8 L / -36 48 311 449c-Tht 567 88 46-147-420-631 Arab  
2:9 L / -36 48 311 88 46-147-420-631 Arab  
2:10 L / -36 48 311 449 88 46-147-420-631 Arab  
2:11 L / -36 48 311 449 87txt 88 46-147-420-534-631 Arab Ambr  
2:12 L / -36 48 311 449c-Tht 88 46-147-420-631 Arab  
2:13 L / -36 48 311 449c-130 88 46-147-420-631 Arab  
2:14 L / -36 48 311 449c 87txt 88 46-147-420-631 Arab  
2:15 L / -36 48 311 449 88 46-147-420-631 Arab  
2:16 L / -36 48 311 449-Tht 46-147-420-631 Arab  
2:17 L / -36 48 311 449 88 46-147-420-631 Arab LaW  
2:18 L / -36 48 311 449 88 46-147-420-631 Arab LaW  
2:19 L / -36 48 311 449c 88 46 147-420-631 Arab LaW  
2:20 L / -36 48 198 311 449 87-91-490 88 46-147-420-631 Arab LaW  
2:21 L / -36 48 198mg 311 449-Tht 8846-147-420-631 Arab LaW  
2:22 L / -36 48 311 449c 88 46-147-420-631 Arab LaW 
 
3:1 L / -36 48 198mg 311-Tht 88 46-147-420-631 Arab LaW  
3:5 L / -36 48 198mg 311-Tht 88 V-46-147-420-631 770 Arab LaW  
3:8 L / -48 311-Tht 106 91 88 V*-46-147-420-631 770 Arab LaW  
3:9 L / -48 198mg 311 449 88 46-147-420-631 770 Arab LaW 
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3:12 L / -48 198mg 311 449-Tht 567 88 46-147-420-631 770 Arab Law BasN  
3:15 L / -36 48 198mg 311 449 V*-46-147-420-631 770 Arab Law 
3:19 L / -36 48 198mg 311 449-Tht 88 46-147-420-631 Arab Law 
3:25 L / -449-538-Tht c 88 46-147-420-631 Law Ambr Spec  
3:27 L / -36 48 51 311-Tht 567 88 46-147-420-631 Arab Law Ambr Spec  
3:30 L / -311-Tht 239 88 46-147-420-631 770 Arab Law BasN Spec  
3:32 L / -48 311-130* 88 46-147-420-631 770 Arab Law Ambr Spec  
3:34 L / -36 48 62 311 449c-Tht 88 46-147-420-631 Arab Law 
3:39 L / -311-Tht c 88 46-147-420-631 770 Arab Law  
3:40 L / -36 48 311 449-130-Tht 88 46-147-420-631 Arab Law 
3:43 L / -36 48 198 311 449-130-Tht 88 46-147-420-631 Arab  
3:45 L / -311-130 88 46-147-420-631 770 Arab  
3:49 L / -36 48 198mg 311 449 88 46-147-420 534*-631 Arab  
3:52 L / -48 198 311 449 88 46-147-420-631 Arab  
3:55 L / -36 48 311 449c 88 46-147-420-631 Arab  
3:58 L / -48 198 mg 311 449-Tht 88 46-147-420-631  
3:61 L / -36 48 311 449-130 88 46-147-420-631 Arab  
3:65 L / -36 48 198mg 311 88 46-147-420-631770 Arab Arm 
 
4:1 L / -36 48 198mg 311 449c-538 46-147-420-631 Arab  
4:2 L / -36 48 449-Tht 88 46-147-420-631 Arab  
4:3 L / -36 48 198mg 449c-Tht 88 46-147-420-631 Arab  
4:4 L / -36 48 311-Tht 88 46-147-420-631 Arab  
4:5 L / -36 48 449c-Tht 239 88 46-147-420-631 Arab BasN Cyr  
4:6 L / -36 48 449c-Tht 130* 88 46-147-420-631 Arab  
4:7 L / -36 48 198mg 311 449 567 88 46-147-420-631 Arab  
4:8 L / -36 48 198mg 311 449 88 46-147-420-631 Arab  
4:9 L / 36 48 198mg 311 449 567 88 46-147-420-631 Arab  
4:10 L / -36 48 198mg 311 449-130*538 567 88 46-147-420-631 Arab  
4:11 L / -36 48 311 449 A 88 46-147-420-631 Arab  
4:12 L / -36 48 198mg 311 449 239 88 46-147-631 Arab BasN 
4:13 L / -36 48 198mg 311 449-Tht 88 46-147-420-631 Arab 
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4:14 L / -36 48 311 449c-130 88 46-147-420-631 Arab 
4:15 L / -48 198mg 311 449-Tht 88 46-147-420-631 Arab 
4:16 L / -36 48 198mg 311 87txt 88 46-147-420-631 770 Arab  
4:17 L / -36 198mg 311 449-538 88 V-46-147-420-631 Arab 
4:18 L / -48 62 198mg 311 449-130*-Tht 88 46-147-420-631 770 Arab Bo 
4:19 L / -48 311-Tht 88 46-147-420-631 770 Arab Arm  
4:20 L / -36 48 311 449 88 46-147-420-631 Arab 
4:21 L / -36 48 311 449-Tht 8846-147-420-631 Arab 
4:22 L / -36 48 311 449-Tht 88 46-420-631 Arab 
 
 As one might have expected, occasional omissions of given Hebrew letters 
in individual manuscripts are not difficult to find. Beyond that we note that 
some witnesses lack the markers systematically. Thus, for example, ms 88, 
which Ziegler designates as his prime hexaplaric witness—which, however, is 
said to have undergone Lucianic influence (p. 70)—virtually never has the 
items in question but only on three occasions (Arm in 1:22, 3:65, 4:19) does it 
find any support among other members of the O group (88-Syh 233 Qmg 86mg 
Syp Arm Hi). Similarly, Arab, which Ziegler associates with the A-group 
(A-106-410 Arab), lacks them throughout but only in a few instances at best do 
other group members support it (see A in 4:11, and possibly 410 in 2:2 and 106 
in 3:8, but both of these mss are also listed for the B-group 
[B-S-106-410-130-239-538 La Co Aeth]). When we move beyond consistent 
support of individual mss for the lack of the markers to support by groups, 
Ziegler’s Q-group (Q-V-26-46-86-147-534-544-613-710 Olymp) looks 
impressive at first glance. That is to say, from 1:7 onward ms 147 virtually 
consistently testifies to the absence of the alphabetic markers. Moreover, from 
1:14 onward it is usually flanked by 46. In all four poems mss 420-631 seem to 
lend further support, with occasional backing from V (cf. 3:5, 8, 15, 4:17). But 
the probability of group support disappears completely when we discover that, 
according to Ziegler (p. 11), ms 631 derives from 46 and 420 in turn from 631, 
with the result that neither 420 nor 631 is normally cited in Ziegler’s 
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edition. Meaningful group support we find only in the Lucianic family of 
manuscripts (22-36-48-51-96-231-311-763 + 62-198-407-449 130 538 613 Sca 

Qmg 86mg Syhmg Sy Chr Tht), though even here some members are regularly 
absent. 
 From our list and the brief overview we have given it is abundantly clear 
that, except for the Lucianic family, all the text groups Ziegler has delineated 
(B- A- Q- O L C), which include our oldest witnesses, testify to the presence of 
the alphabetic labels.1010 The question therefore must be, whether there is 
compelling evidence to warrant our dismissal of their ancient testimony. 
 A second line of argumentation against Rahlfs’ conclusion derives from the 
scribal procedure that it presupposes. How much evidence is there that Greek 
scribes or scholars were in the habit of adding to their text items which 
reflected the poetic structure of the Hebrew but were devoid of meaning to 
readers of the Greek and, furthermore, had no quantitative equivalent in the 
Hebrew? Let us look at other acrostic compositions in the Hebrew Bible and 
their fate in Greek translation and transmission. Most of these occur in the 
Psalter: Ps 9-10, 25(24), 34(33), 37(36), 111(110), 112(111), 119(118), 
145(144). As we have already noted, in all but Ps 119 the alphabetic structure 
is ignored in translation. Precisely the same is true for the Greek of Prov 
31:10-31 and Nah 1:2-8. Interestingly, however, in none of these cases do we 
find evidence that a “learned” Greek scribe tried to introduce the Hebrew 
alphabet secondarily. There is, however, one exception: Ps 144(145) where it 
is partially present in ms. 2027 (a Leningrad parchment of iv/v AD) as well as 
in the Psalms commentary of Hesychius of Jerusalem, even though in a rather 
confused manner. The origin of this Hebraizing activity has not been 
determined. However, there is here no doubt that the names of the Hebrew 
letters are both secondary and attested by a mere fraction of our textual 
evidence. Nevertheless, the two witnesses in question show that the kind of 
corrective activity posited by Rahlfs must be deemed possible.11 But when all 
is said and done, it is clear that the practice of adding alphabetic labels was a 
rarity rather than a regularity 

                                                             
10 Not surprisingly these include the recently published Fayumic text (dated to circa 300 AD). 
Hamburger Papyrus Bil. 1. Die Alttestamentlichen Texte des Papyrus Bilinguis 1 der Staats- 
and Universitätsbibliothek Hamburg (CAHIERS D’ORIENTALISME XVIII), ed. by B. J. 
Diebner and R. Kasser. Geneva: Patrick Cramer, 1989. See my forthcoming review in 
Chronique d’Egypte. 
11 A second though Latin “exception” is in Jerome’s Iuxta Hebraeos Psalter (but not in the 
Gallican Psalter) where Jerome added alphabetic labels in Pss 37, 111, 112, 119 and 145 (and 
Prov 31) but not in Pss 9-10, 25 and 34. 
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 Instructive, especially in terms of text-critical methodology, is what 
happened in Ps 119(118). Not only is the Hebrew poem alphabetic but the 
Greek translator, no doubt compelled by the strikingly acrostic structure of the 
Psalm with eight lines per letter, all beginning in identical manner, added the 
names of the Hebrew letters once for every strophe—precisely as we have it in 
the Greek majority text for the three-line strophes of Lam 3.12 As Rahlfs notes 
in Ps 118, only Sa R / (R+LaR) and Sy have preserved the full complement of 
the Hebrew alphabet, with partial support from LaG Ga and twice He(sychius 
of Jerusalem).13 Also relevant is that A´’ (A+1219+55) feature strophic 
divisions at a variety of places which agree with the alphabetic divisions of the 
Hebrew. Yet, in spite of their limited attestation, Rahlfs concluded that the 
Hebrew names were original to the Greek text of Ps 118(119). Evidently, he 
reasoned that one should expect the omission of such nonsense items in the 
process of textual transmission. Furthermore, since the Greek Psalter was a 
liturgical text and, consequently, was copied more often than any other biblical 
book, the omission would perforce become wide-spread. It is therefore 
scarcely surprising that few of our present witnesses have preserved the names 
of the Hebrew alphabet. This line of argumentation is correct, we believe, and 
we would therefore subscribe to Rahlfs’ conclusion in Ps 118 without 
hesitation. Why the translator of Psalms chose to ignore the alphabetic 
structure of his Hebrew text everywhere except in Ps 118(119) is not fully 
certain, but as we noted earlier in this paper, the same kind of special attention 
was lavished on this Psalm as well as on Lam 1-4 in Hebrew manuscript 
tradition. 
 A third line of argumentation against Rahlfs is based on the location of the 
Hebrew letters in the Greek. If, as Rahlfs maintains, the person who introduced 
the names of the Hebrew letters was not familiar with the Hebrew text, how is 
it that so many placements correspond correctly to the Hebrew? Is it pure 
coincidence that, as a rule, the letters appear in the Greek text precisely where 
the Hebrew text demands them to be? Are we to assume that the inserter 
mentally retroverted his Greek text into Hebrew and located his letters 
accordingly? Or should we conclude that he was acquainted with the Hebrew? 
Moreover, how are we to assess the line 

                                                             
12 As we have noted Jerome in Lam 3 marks every line, though in the Iuxta Hebraeos version 
of Ps 119 he follows the LXX in marking once for each strophe (= Gallican Psalter). 
13 Though Rahlfs lists the evidence of the Gallican Psalter as being partial, the official edition 
of Biblia Sacra, Rome, 1953 has all the strophes marked. 
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divisions that differ from MT but are alphabetically correct? Are these merely 
coincidentally correct? Thus throughout chapter 1 the Hebrew letters have 
been correctly placed in the Greek, with one deviation at 1:16 where MT 
begins the ( strophe with hl) l( (“over these”) but LXX presupposes yny( 
(“my eye”). Similarly, in chapter 2 (apart from the (-p problem) the letters 
have been correctly placed, except that at 2:2 the b strophe is begun with (lb 
(“he swallows”) in MT but with (earlier) Mwyb (“in the day”) in the LXX. In 
chapter 4 the letters have been placed in harmony with MT (apart from the (-p 
problem) with two exceptions: in MT the c strophe (v. 18) begins with wdc 
(“they hunted”) whereas LXX begins with wnypc (“we watched”) of l7b. And 
again, the q strophe (v. 19) begins in MT with Mylq (“swift”) but in LXX with 
brq (“it drew near”) of l8b. Considerable confusion about placement exists in 
chapter 3, though even here the majority of locations corresponds to the 
Hebrew. To say the least, when trying to pin the tail on the donkey, the fellow 
in question must have discovered a hole in his blindfold! 
 Curiously, in Lam 1-4 Rahlfs, under the influence of the (-p reversal of 
chapters 2, 3 and 4 in the Greek, came to a conclusion diametrically opposed to 
the one he had reached in Ps 118(119), even though the vast majority of 
manuscripts in Lam supports the alphabetic markers, while only a mere 
fraction does so in Ps 118. One may well wonder whether perhaps too much 
weight is given to the (-p reversal in Lam 2, 3 and 4 as an indication of the 
secondary nature of all the labels. Let us examine the problem more closely. 
 If we posit that our best and most ancient witnesses give us substantially 
the Old Greek text on the question under discussion, what kind of text-critical 
picture emerges? From that perspective we note the following: 1. the 
considerable variation in spelling, which is adequately surveyed by Ziegler in 
the Einleitung (pp. 134-37) to his edition, as well as their omission in 
individual mss and groups simply confirms what we see clearly in Ps 118, 
namely, that within the Greek traditions these items were regarded as nonsense 
items subject to distortion and elimination. A fact pointing in the same 
direction is the observable tendency on the part of Greek scribes to 
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add Greek numbers to the Hebrew letters, a feature which Rahlfs in Ps 118 
indeed regarded as the work of the translator himself.14 Scribal confusion about 
correct placement of the Hebrew letters is also what one would expect in the 
process of transmission and examples of this are not hard to find. 2. If the 
names are original rather than secondary in Lam 1-4, it would occasion no 
surprise that our most ancient witnesses testify to their presence. Similarly, if 
they stem from the translator himself, it is no wonder that the vast majority are 
correctly placed in the Greek text and that in some cases line division, though 
alphabetically correct in terms of the Hebrew text, differs from MT. As a 
minimum, this forces us to conclude that the letters were inserted by someone 
intimately acquainted with the Hebrew text of Lamentations. If the translator 
was not responsible for this, it must have been someone precisely like him. 
 But what of Rahlfs’ main piece of evidence, namely that, contrary to the 
Hebrew text of poems 2-4, the Greek text shows a reversal of the letters p and 
(, but not of their corresponding strophes? That this betrays lack of familiarity 
with the poetic structure of the Hebrew, as Rahlfs maintained, is beyond doubt. 
The real question is whether the person who introduced the letters of the 
Hebrew alphabet and the one who reversed p and ( in poems 2-4, resulting in 
lack of correspondence to the Hebrew, were one and the same individual. 
Since the former, as we have seen, demonstrates unmistakable familiarity with 
the Hebrew text and the latter shows the opposite, the answer is obviously, No. 
Moreover, our hypothesis has no difficulty in explaining the present state of 
affairs. Since Poem 1, in distinction from 2-4, featured the normal Hebrew 
order of ( before p and was so represented in the Greek, it is little wonder that 
in Greek transmission the oddity of 2-4 was rectified. That no witness with the 
reverse (and presumably original) order has survived need mean no more than 
that the normalizing of the order is very ancient and pre-dates our present 
witnesses. Certainly at the bilingual stage of transmission such normalizing 
might be expected, particularly under the influence of the normal order in 
Poem 1. Moreover, when we look beyond Greek tradition, this kind of 
normalizing is precisely what we find. According to our present  

                                                             
14 Typologically I would be inclined to posit the following development: 1. Hebrew names in 
Greek script, 2. Greek numerals, 3. omission of labels. Of some interest is that both in Lam 1-4 
and in Ps 118 the manuscript family associated with Lucian eliminated the labels. 
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evidence, the Peshitta translator quietly reversed the order of the whole verses 
in question in all three chapters. Jerome retained the Hebrew order but many of 
his copyists reversed the labels, thereby creating the same incongruity we now 
have in all Greek witnesses. 
 As a final argument against Rahlfs and Ziegler’s conclusion, we may 
appeal to the nature of Greek Lamentations. Dominique Barthélemy in his 
famous book Devanciers d’Aquila15 pointed out that it is a member of the 
so-called kaige tradition, which is characterized by strict literalism vis-à-vis the 
Hebrew text. This categorization is correct even though the evidence for the 
common features of this tradition is not extensive in our short book. Thus we 
find that Lam has Mn(w) = kai/ge 6/6, Ny) = ou0k e1stin 6/10 (1= ou0k h]n; 3= ou0x 
u9pa/rxei), bcn/y = sthlo/w 1/1 with no evidence for the rest. Nonetheless, the 
literalism of the translation is patently obvious throughout its five chapters. 
Illustrative is its regular omission of articulation wherever the Hebrew text 
provides no formal warrant for an article. For such a translator to have tried to 
preserve a Hebrew poetic feature which, within the constraints he has imposed 
upon himself, was not translatable into Greek would be scarcely surprising.16 
We have already noted that a translator of a similar though somewhat less 
literalistic school did precisely the same thing in Ps 118(119). 
 
 One important problem, however, remains to be solved, since it potentially 
wreaks havoc with our entire argument for the originality of the acrostic labels 
in the Greek text of Lamentations. That is to say, if Lam 3:22-24 was not part 
of the original Greek text, as both Rahlfs and Ziegler would have us believe, 
the entire three-line strophe representing the letter x must have been missing. 
But if that was so, the name of the letter per se, without any corresponding 
lines of text, must have been introduced secondarily into the Greek tradition, 
since no translator could have been so foolish. Clear proof at last, one may 
hastily infer, that the letters of the Hebrew alphabet were added by someone 
who knew that Hebrew Lamentations was acrostic, had had at least one week 
in Elementary Biblical Hebrew, but was ignorant of the line by line 
correspondences between the  

                                                             
15 Supplements to Vetus Testamentum 10. Leiden, 1963. 
16 For a survey of acrostics in Greek, Hebrew and Latin see Ralph Marcus, “Alphabetic 
Acrostics in the Hellenistic and Roman Periods,” JNES 6 (1947) pp. 109-15. 
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Hebrew text and the Greek translation! Alternatively, we should have to posit 
that the markers were added rather late, i.e. after the Greek text had already 
been corrected on the basis of MT (or a text like it). Whatever the case, we 
appear to be up against ironclad proof that Rahlfs and Ziegler were right after 
all. But were they? 
 In an acrostic poem such as Lam 3, there can be little doubt that, at the time 
of composition, a strophe representing the letter x was present. If that be 
granted, the central question becomes whether the omission of the strophe 
occurred in the Hebrew Vorlage of the Greek (with a correction made to MT 
[or the like] at some later stage), or whether it was lost within the transmission 
process of the Greek version. Either is clearly possible, since both in Hebrew 
and Greek guise v. 21 ends virtually identically to v. 24 (the latter is, of course, 
not part of Rahlfs and Ziegler’s lemma): 
 
lyxw) Nk l( = dia\ tou=to u9momenw~) (v. 21) 
wl lyxw) Nk l( = dia touto u9momenw auton) (v. 24) 
 
 Consequently, parablepsis due to homoioteleuton could have occurred in 
either the Hebrew or the Greek traditions. That it is an inner-Greek rather than 
an inner-Hebrew mistake is suggested by the following considerations: 
 1. An assortment of Greek witnesses (19 according to the collation book) 
lack vv. 22-24. These comprise 2 ½ members of Ziegler’s B-group (B-130 
AethB), all four of the A-group, all of the Q-group except ms 26, one member 
of Q (233), and one of l (198). The rather scattered nature of the evidence 
underscores the likelihood of an accidental omission. Perhaps even more 
importantly, if v. 22 was originally preceded by hq and v. 25 had a preposed 
thq, the chances for parablepsis would have been enhanced considerably. This 
is precisely what seems to have happened within the Coptic tradition, since the 
new Ham bil. I ends v. 21 with hq, omits 22-24, and apparently reads no letter 
before 25, while SaKas (cited by Diebner) not only has the verses but also 
correctly reads thq before 25, as do Bo, Arm and three Greek mss (449c 770 
Q); ihq of C may point in the same direction. 
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 2. As is clear from the Hebrew-Greek text cited above, in Lam 3:21 lxy 
(hiph) was translated by u9pome/nw. It may come as something of a surprise that 
this equation is relatively rare in the Greek OT. We find it in Lam 3:21, 
26(Kaige), Job 6:11(LXX), l4:14(LXX), 32:16(Theod), Micah 7:7, 2Kgs 
6:33(LXX?), and further in Judg 3:25(B=Kaige). On the other hand, u9pome/nw 
commonly renders hwq (27x), and lxy is usually translated by (e0p)elpiz(w 
(l8x in Pss alone), as it is in an L-attested correction in Lam 3:21. Not without 
interest is that, apart from Lam 3:24 whose originality in the Greek is under 
scrutiny, four of the eight instances of lxy = u9pome/nw are attested by texts of 
the Kaige tradition. More importantly for our purposes, since both assured 
instances in Lamentations, 3:21 and 3:26, show this equation, Lam 3:24, which 
also has it, must come from the hands of the same translator. Alternatively, we 
should have to posit that a later corrector hit upon a Hebrew-Greek 
equivalence which, though rare in the Greek corpus, accords exactly with what 
we find consistently in Lamentations. 
 In light of the evidence, there can be little doubt that the x strophe, vv. 
22-24, is original to the Greek text of Lam 3, even though every single detail of 
its form is not always easy to establish.  
 V. 22 is relatively trouble free and supported (c. var.) by all witnesses not 
involved in the parablepsis noted above. It must have read: 
 
ta\ e0le/h Kuri/ou, o3ti e0celi/pomen 
o3ti ou0 sunetele/sqhsan oi9 oi0kttirmoi\ au0tou= for 
wmxr wlk )l yk wnmt )l yk hwhy ydsx 
 
 Though we find here no unique or rare Hebrew-Greek equations, none 
contradicts translation technique employed elsewhere in the book, and some 
actively support it. We note here that both in Lam 3:22 and 4:22 Mmt is 
rendered by e0klei/pw, though this is by no means a standard equivalent in the 
Greek corpus. The same is true for hlk = suntele/w in 3:22 and 4:11. V. 23 
poses more of a problem. L (plus scattered support) gives us:  
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1. anakainison autouj wj orqron prwinon 
  = MT 23a Myrqbl My#dx 
2. eplhqunqh h pistij sou 
  = MT 23b Ktnwm) hbr 
3. eij taj prwiaj 
  = MT 23ab Myrqbl  
4. polloi eisin oi stenagma mou 
kai h kardia mou [ecelipe] ex 1:22. 
 
 Where this hodge-podge of doublets and borrowings comes from is not 
clear in every detail. Unfortunately evidence from “the three” is virtually 
non-existent for this verse. Part of 2. as well as item 3. is probably original 
Greek, as we will see below. The bracketed word in 4. derives from 
e0celi/pomen of v. 22, which in some mss was read as ecelipe me. Quite clearly, 
L’s version of Lam 3:23 can scarcely, as a whole, lay claim to being original. 
 Also problematic is version two, supplied by C (plus scattered support): 
 
1. mhnaj eij taj prwiaj  
= MT 23a Myrqbl My#dx  
2. elehson kurie  
= MT 22 hwhy ydsx  
3. oti ou sunetelesqhsan  
= MT 22a wnmt )l  
4. oti ou sunetelesqhsan oi9 oi0tirmoi\ au0tou= 
= MT 22b wymxr wlk )l yk 
 
 Again, this assortment of items deriving from vv. 23 and 22 (newly 
translated from the Hebrew and/or gleaned from the Old Greek) does not 
commend itself as the original Greek text of Lam 3:23, but, as in the case of 
L’s version, one would dearly like to know its source(s).  
 Yet a third version of 3:23 is attested (c. var.), sometimes preceded, in the 
witnesses, by version two. 
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1. kaina\ ei0j ta\j prwi/aj  
  = MT 23a Myrqbl Miy#dx  
2. pollh\ h9 pi/stij sou 
  = MT 23b Ktnwm) hbr 
 
 Its support is varied, the daughter versions of the Greek being most 
prominent: Aeth Arm Co (Sa Bo) LaW Syh Vulg and further c. var. in the C 
group (87-91-490-567-239, three of whose members have version two as well) 
and Qmg. It is this rendition of v. 23 that lays, in our judgement, the best claim 
to being Old Greek (and therefore has been supplied with diacritics), partly 
because of the nature of its translation and partly because of the support it 
receives from various versions. Also of interest is that several of its elements 
are now embedded in versions one and two. 
 Once the wide-spread inner-Greek parablepsis which eliminated 3:22-24 
has been taken into consideration, the original reading of v. 24 poses no 
problems and may safely be given as 
 
meri/j mou Ku/rioj, ei]pen h9 yuxh/ mou: 
dia\ tou=to u9pomenw~ au0to/n for 
wl lyxw) Nk l( y#pn hrm) hwhy yqlx 
 
 In conclusion, there is every reason to believe that the strophe of Poem 3 
was omitted not in the Hebrew stage of transmission, as Rahlfs and Ziegler’s 
text would force us to conclude, but within the Greek tradition. And the 
parablepsis that caused it, may well have been occasioned primarily by the 
presence of the alphabetic labels hq=x (v. 22) and thq=+ (v. 25) in the Greek 
text. Moreover, the preponderance of evidence, both internal and external to 
the book, has shown, we believe beyond reasonable doubt, that the alphabetic 
labels in the Greek text are indeed an integral part of the text in its most 
ancient (OG) form. 


